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the other possibility is that the original files are still on my
desktop(meaning i need to re-download it)and when i put it
in the library it might try to re-convert again or do i need to
put it in a different location i tried renaming them from
movie files to mobile files but the movie files changed their
file type to a.mp4 file and i get an error message when i try
to convert the new files saying that it's not a valid file for
audio i don't know if this will work, but i was thinking if i
could somehow rename the mobile files that the movie files
will keep their file type and i would have a few extra backup
mobile movies besides the original that were converted on
my phone, maybe it'll delete the original file and have both
formats concatenated. i'm not sure if this is possible
though. so i tried putting the - mobile files back in to the
library with the original movie and it didn't convert anything
and the mobile files showed up in the movies section of
library only and the rest of the movies still show up under
the mobile section. i'm assuming that this is because it
didn't recognize them with the original movie or i'm
mistaken. i'm just thinking out loud, i know how to do this
manually if i download the movies individually. i just want
to know if there's a way for it to convert both movies at
once, or if it should not even try to if i delete the -mobile-
folder. so if i remove it entirely then the conversion
programs will return to converting all the mobile movies
that i already have? or should it still run the process and i'm
just going to get the same files/media show under my
libraries and then run the convert program once more and
get the same files in the folder that i have now with the
original movie?
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hotel transylvania 2 movie reviews: hotel transylvania 2 is
the sequel to the 2012 film, hotel transylvania, which was in

turn was a prequel to monsters, inc. but don't worry, this
movie still doesn't have a human in it. hotel transylvania 2

has received mixed reviews from critics, with many praising
the cast, especially adam sandler, but also criticizing the

film's dark themes. i really liked the humour in the first film,
so i was looking forward to hotel transylvania 2 just as
much. however, it is the sequel to the original, and the

stakes are a bit higher than what we got in the first film. the
dark themes and violence, especially the first two acts of
the movie, are pretty intense. the jokes are still there, but

they are a bit more mature. i watched all the - mobile -
mobile - mobile - mobile files come through and now

everything looks good. the - mobile files are there and
they're named as they should be. i'm impressed. i also
noticed that the movie that was queued up on the main

folder that i was going to be converting from now is actually
going through the process of converting as well as the -
mobile files. i'm wondering if i had somehow made the -

mobile file the default if it would queue the main folder file
instead of the - mobile file? i would really like to keep the
folder name since the - mobile files are the ones that are
currently showing up in my movies listing on emby's main
page. i've been watching a few movies and the - mobile

files look great in the movies, however, i'd like to be able to
queue a movie from the main folder and watch it with the -
mobile files and maybe get a glimpse into the main folder

movie as well. 5ec8ef588b
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